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Today’s Presentation

 Primer on E&O and D&O coverage
 “Mind The Gap”
 Key cases
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 Tagged, Inc. v. Scottsdale Insurance Co., 2011 
U.S. Dist. LEXIS, at *14-22 (S.D.N.Y. May 27, 
2011) (California law)
– Social website for teenagers advertised that it would 

protect minor users from adult content. 
– New York State asserted that it had failed to do so. 
– Court denied coverage under D&O and E&O 

coverages in the same package policy

D&O E&O

Gap Between D&O & E&O

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Insured operated a social website for teenagers.Insured advertised  its’ “efforts to protect minor users from [inappropriate] content” posted by users. New York State contended that insured did not protect minor users because inappropriate content on website.E&O policy limited its coverage to the professional service of “providing advertising for a fee.”  The inappropriate content was not part of the “advertising” on the website so it was not covered under the E&O policyD&O policy excluded claims involving “rendering or failure to render professional services,” but did not define “professional services.” Court determined that insured’s identification of inappropriate content was “professional service.” Court relied upon California case law interpreting professional services exclusions in general liability policies.Court rejected the policyholder’s argument that interpretation would render coverage illusory. 
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E&O and D&O Primer

 Cover Claims for Loss 
 Cover Defense Costs

– Often no duty to defend
– Defense costs reduce limits
– Timing of insurer payment

• Duty to pay (best)
• Duty to reimburse (better)
• Duty to indemnify (better)
• Duty to defend (least preferred)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explain Claims Made not occurrenceExplain Claim.  Can include civil proceedings, criminal proceedings and administrative proceedings commenced by specific actions, such as service of a complaint, indictment, or formal charge.  Can also include formal investigations, especially where directors and officers are the targets and where there has been a notice of charges, formal investigative order or similar document.  Can also include subpoena coverage.  Others do not, leaving open the question whether a government subpoena constitutes a claim.  Coverage depends on facts surrounding subpoena and policy language.Explain Loss.  ADD HERE.Explain Defense Costs	Most public company D&O policies   (1)no duty to defend; (2) coverage for defense costs and give insurer the right to associate with the defense and approve defense strategies, expenditures, and settlements.  	Private company D&O policies can be duty to pay, duty to reimburse, or duty to indemnify for defense costs.   Policies accord various amounts of control to insured.Unless duty to defend, D&O insurer typically cannot impose counsel on insured; insured generally has right to select counsel, subject to insurer’s consent.   Insurer typically may not unreasonably withhold consent.Insurers are generally required to reimburse only reasonable defense costs.If claim not insured (e.g., final adjudication), insured may have obligation to reimburse.
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Who Needs E&O Coverage?

 Any company that provides a service for a fee
– Doctors, lawyers, accountants, architects, 

engineers
– Insurance companies, banks and any other 

provider of financial services
– But also – A to Z:   Advertising agencies, 

commercial printers, consulting firms, public 
relations firms, software design firms web hosting 
companies , even wedding planners

 Not limited to traditional professions
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E&O Policies Insure:

 Alleged or actual negligence
 Personal injury

– Libel and slander
– Copyright infringement

 Claims and damages
 Defense costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Protects insureds from claims alleging negligence in delivery of professional services.Includes failing in your “duty of care,” giving incorrect advice, and making mistakes.
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Professional Services Definition

 Key to coverage
 Tagged:  Professional Services definition 

limited to Tagged’s provision of 
“advertising services”
 Tagged’s liability arose from other 

services not within scope of definition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tagged’s business went beyond accepting payment for advertisements on its website.  Consider the scope of services your company provides and ensure that you have insurance for ALL of those services.
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E&O Policies May Not Insure:

 Fraudulent acts (final adjudication)
 Employment matters
 False advertising
 Patents and trade secrets
 Cyber liability
 Personally identifiable information
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D&O Policies Insure:

 Directors and officers
– Pay their non-indemnified defense costs
– Pay their non-indemnified losses

 Company for indemnified defense costs 
and losses incurred on behalf of directors 
and officers
– Tied to alleged wrongful acts in capacity as 

directors and officers

 Company coverage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
D&O policies protect directors and officers from liability arising from actions connected to their corporate positions.  Policies now broader than originally envisioned.Policies not manuscript but individual forms by insurer.Various forms and endorsements dramatically expand or limit coverage. Could be distinct terms, deductibles, distinct policy limits or sublimits.  Common threads like Claims first made during the policy period.  
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D&O Insuring Clauses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Side A – Non-indemnified coverageSide B – Indemnified coverageSide C – Securities coverage for public companiesBroader coverage for private companies
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Side A Non-Indemnified Coverage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Insuring Agreement AOften referred to as “A-Side Coverage, Provides coverage directly to the directors and officers for loss – including defense costs – resulting from claims made against them for their wrongful acts.  Applies where the corporation does not indemnify its directors and officers.  No indemnity by corporation if (1) prohibited by law, (2) corporation permitted to indemnify but chooses not to do so, or (3) corporation is financially incapable of doing so due to bankruptcy, liquidation, or lack of funds.  Many policies state company will be presumed to indemnify insured persons to fullest extent permitted by law.  Laws regarding indemnification differ from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 
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Side B Indemnified Coverage
 Reimburses company for defense and 

indemnity of directors and officers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Side B or “B-side coverage” Reimburses company for loss where company indemnifies its directors and officers for claims against them.    Side B- coverage does not insure coverage company for its own liability.  
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Side C Securities Coverage for 
Public Companies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Entity coverage insures company for its own liability.  Entity coverage for public companies often limited to securities claims.Securities claims a defined term in most policies.  Typically defined as a claim made in connection with the purchase or sale or offer to purchase or sell a company’s securities and/or a claim for any actual or alleged violation of the Securities Act of 1933, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 or any similar federal or state statute.
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Side C Broader Coverage for 
Private Companies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Entity coverage for private companies can be much broader.Can extend to coverage for claims for wrongful acts against the company without a securities limitation.  Wrongful Act can include any error, misstatement, misleading statement, act, omission, neglect, or breach of duty committed, attempted, or allegedly committed or attempted by an Insured Person in his or her Insured Capacity, or for purposes of coverage under Part C, by the Organization. Can be stand-alone and available even if Ds & Os are not named.Other policies require Ds & Os to be named.
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Misconduct Exclusions

 Exclude fraudulent, criminal or 
intentional non-compliant acts
 Excludes coverage where directors obtained 

illegal remuneration or acted for personal 
profit
 Always seek final adjudication requirement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Typically preclude coverage for loss 	relating to fraudulent or criminal misconduct and 	relating to illegal profits or remuneration to which the insured is not legally entitled.  Can incorporate subtle wording differences that significantly impact coverage. Example:  event required to trigger exclusion.  Final adjudication requirement best. Vary from determination made in underlying claim (best) or in a separate proceeding (such as a declaratory judgment proceeding).  If final adjudication must take place in underlying lawsuit, settlement of lawsuit likely will preclude application of exclusion.
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Misconduct Exclusions

 Severability
 Nonrescindability
 Innocent directors remain fully covered 

even if the acts of their colleagues were 
intentional or fraudulent 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Typically followed by a severability or non-imputation clause:Acts or knowledge of one insured will not be imputed to any other insured for the purpose of applying the exclusion.  Exclusion only bars coverage for insured(s) whose acts or knowledge are basis of claim.Innocent directors remain fully covered even if the acts of their colleagues were intentional or fraudulent – 
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Interplay Between E&O and D&O

 Lack of fit between D&O and E&O can 
create a coverage gap
 Often arises in connection with 

professional services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Professional Services Exclusion

 Excludes Claims arising out of any actual 
or alleged act, error, omission, 
misstatement, misleading statement or 
breach of duty in connection with the 
rendering of, or failure to render, 
professional services to a third party 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
D&O policies typically do not insure liability associated with professional services. D&O policy may exclude “professional services” also not within the coverage grant of E&O policy.D&Os services to the insured organization generally not a professional service within D&O professional services exclusion.D&Os services to third parties more likely excluded professional services.Example:  if bank officer liable for acts as a banker rather than an officer of the bank, D&O professional liability exclusion would not provide coverage for bank officer’s liability arising out of banking function rather than as banking officer.  Note the murkiness of this distinction.Clearer example:  D&O policy would protect doctor for acts as president of a professional corporation but would not provide coverage for malpractice claims.  Courts often distinguish between acts that require special training or are at heart of profession and from administrative acts.D&O insurer will focus on whether insured person acting in insured capacity under the D&O policy.  For company executives, is claim focused on the insured’s duties as director or actions in providing professional services – and whether two functions exist concurrently.  Even harder distinction when insured persons include employees.
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Professional Services Exclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
D&O policies typically do not insure liability associated with professional services. D&O policy may exclude “professional services” also not within the coverage grant of E&O policy.D&Os services to the insured organization generally not a professional service within D&O professional services exclusion.D&Os services to third parties more likely excluded professional services.Example:  if bank officer liable for acts as a banker rather than an officer of the bank, D&O professional liability exclusion would not provide coverage for bank officer’s liability arising out of banking function rather than as banking officer.  Note the murkiness of this distinction.Clearer example:  D&O policy would protect doctor for acts as president of a professional corporation but would not provide coverage for malpractice claims.  Courts often distinguish between acts that require special training or are at heart of profession and from administrative acts.D&O insurer will focus on whether insured person acting in insured capacity under the D&O policy.  For company executives, is claim focused on the insured’s duties as director or actions in providing professional services – and whether two functions exist concurrently.  Even harder distinction when insured persons include employees.
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Case Law Summary:  Health Care

 Charleston Area Medical Center, Inc. v. 
National Union Fire Insurance, No. 2:09-cv-
00573, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 58520, at 
*27-30 (S.D.W.Va. June 1, 2011) (West 
Virginia law)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Professional services exclusion DID NOT exclude coverage for underlying claims by policyholder hospital’s patients.
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Case Law Summary:  Health Care

 Policy excluded coverage for claims
‘alleging, arising out of, based upon or 

attributable to the Insureds performance 
or rendering of or failure to perform or 
render medical or other professional 
services or treatments for others.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Professional services included medical care.Patients asserted that a nursing assistant employee sexually molested them. Court reasoned that while this nursing assistant “undoubtedly provided” medical treatment to the claimants, the claims were “based on the employee’s intentional and offensive acts, independent of any treatment or medical service that he may have been providing.” Can also arise in billing context – are billing errors or allegedly fraudulent conduct in billing associated with the provision of medial services?  Or are those separate wrongful acts that could be covered by a D&O policy.Fact-specific inquiry
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Case Law Summary:  Equine Leasing

 Great American Insurance Co. v. Geostar 
Corp., 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20258 (E.D. 
Mich. Mar. 5, 2010) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Involved a mare-leasing program
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Case Law Summary:  Equine 
Leasing
 Policy excluded coverage for “any Claim: 

. . . based upon, alleging, arising out of, 
or in any way relating to, directly or 
indirectly, any actual or alleged act, error 
or omission by any insured with respect 
to the rendering of, or failure to render 
professional service for any party.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Insurers denied coverage.Insurers contended underlying claims based on tax advice in connection with mare-lease program, a professional service. Underlying claims also alleged fraud in conduct of mare-lease program. Court denied insurer motion to dismissCourt said that any claim asserting misrepresentations in opinion letters would be excluded. 
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Case Law Summary:  Investments

 MDL Capital Management, Inc. v. Federal 
Insurance Co., 274 Fed. Appx. 169, 173 
(3d Cir. 2008) (Pennsylvania law) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The claims arise from the Ohio Bureau of Workers' Compensation's suit against plaintiffs and a U.S.Securities and Exchange Commission investigation. The District Court granted summary judgment in favor of Federal Insurance, determining that plaintiffs were not entitled to D&O coverage, and  gave effect toan exclusion contained in the E&O policy. Third circuit affirmed judgment in part, reverse in part, and remand for further proceedings.
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Case Law Summary:  Investments

 D&O policy professional liability 
exclusion for claim that “arises from . . . 
the rendering of or failure to render 
professional services.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The District Court erred in granting summary judgment on the E&O Policy.District court found no coverage under E&O binder based on a “purported Private Fund Exclusion.” The District Court's analysis of the E&O binder focused on an endorsement titled “Broad Private Fund Exclusion–MDL Broad Market Fixed Income Fund, MDL Core Fund or MDL Active Duration Fund, Ltd. (endorsement wording tobe developed).” The Court held, as a matter of law, that this endorsement denied coverage for the plaintiffs' claims under the E&O binder.The 3rd Circuit reversed and held binder title of endorsement insufficient to reject coverage and grant summary judgment. D&O - Pennsylvania law defines a similar phrase “arising out of” as “ ‘[b]ut for’ causation ...a cause and result relationship.” Applying this definition, the “Professional Services Exclusion–Complete” excludes D&O coverage for individuals for claims that would not have occurred but for the providing of, or failing to provide, investment adviser and investment manager services.
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Fill the Gap Between D&O & E&O

 Coordinate policy language so E&O 
coverage equal to or broader than D&O 
professional liability exclusion
 Use same primary insurer for both E&O 

and D&O
 Consider package policy

D&O 
Exclusion

E&O Coverage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wording is critical.Review wordings together – not in isolation. Courts may broadly construe exclusions using language like “arising out of” or “relating to.” Courts may more narrowly interpret other language, such as “due to” or “for.”Same insurer on both risks – more likely to agree on language that accurately reflects intended interaction between both policies and avoids inadvertent exclusions of claims.If claim arises, fewer inter-insurer issues if risk lies with insurer under one of the policies.  (Still may be issue with excess coverage.)Less contentious.Package policy allows single tower over both coverage grants. 
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Questions?
Katherine J. Henry

202.719.8244
khenry@babc.com 

Machua Millett
617.385.0308

Machua.Millet@marsh.com
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